Consultant, Richmond, USA and injection data from slim holes and large-diameter wells in three (3) geothermal fields (Oguni, Steamboat Hills) were examined to determine the effect of borehole diameter (1) on the discharge rate and (2) of borehole diameter. The latter result at variance with Oguni data; both the productivity and injectivity indices for Oguni boreholes display a strong variation w i t h borehole diameter. Based on the discharge and injection data these three geothermal fields, the flow rate of large-diameter production wells with liquid feedzones canbe predicted using data from slim holes.
INTRODUCTION
Since a major impediment to the explorationfor and assessmentof new geothermal areas worldwide is the high cost of conventional rotary drilling, it would be desirable to be able to utilize low-cost, small-diameter (diameters 15 slim holes for geothermal reservoir assessment. As a part of its geothermal research program, the U.S.Department of Energy (DOE) through Sandia National Laboratories(Sandia)initiated a research effort to demonstrate that slim holes can be used to provide reliable geothermal reservoir parameter estimates, and (2)to predict the production behavior of largediameter wells (Combs and 1992) .To date, the slim hole program has consisted of two primary elements, examination and analysis of slim hole and well data from Japanese geothermal fields (Garg, et al., 1995; Garg and Combs, 1995) and (2) drilling of slim holes in several geothermal fields in the western U. S. to compare with offset largediameter production wells (Finger, et al., 1994; Combs and Goranson, 1995) .In this paper, we will the discharge and injection data from both slim holes and productions wells at the Oguni and Sumikawa Geothermal Fields in Japan and at the Steamboat Hills Geothermal Field in Nevada, U.S.A.
Brief overviews of the three geothermal fields are given in Section 2.In Section3,the injectivityand productivity indices for both slim holes and large diameter wells are presented. The variation of dischargerate with borehole diameter is discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, the conclusions for geothermal reservoir evaluation using discharge and injection data from slim holes are presented.
2.

OVERVIEW OF THE GEOTHERMAL FIELDS
. 1
The Oguni and Geothermal Fields together comprise the northwestern Hohi geothermal region, northeastern Kyushu, Japan ( Figure I ). = flowing well pressure (at feedzone depth) .
In order to use discharge data from a slim hole to predict the mass output of a large-diameter well, it is necessary to estimatethe variation of productivity index with borehole diameter.
Because of the increased importance of frictional and heat losses in small-diameter boreholes, it is often difficult to discharge slim holes. Injection tests can,however, be performed to determine the injectivity index (defined in a manner analogous to the productivity index). If one can establish a relationshipbetween injectivityand productivity indices, then it should be possible to use injection tests on slim holes to estimate the probable discharge characteristics of large-diameter wells.
During the production and injection tests of both slim holes and large-diameter wells at the Steamboat Hills Geothermal Field, no detectable pressurechangeswere observed;
thisindicatesthat both the injectivity and productivity indices for Steamboat Hills boreholes are extremely large. In other words, the formation permeability is essentially infinite. Liquid conditionsprevailed at the feedzone depth during discharge testing of boreholes S-2 (completed hole) and the productivity and injectivity indices for these boreholes are more or less the same (seeTable 2; Figure 3) . Production from other Sumikawa boreholes is by in situ boiling. Low formation permeability and high formation (250°C <Tc 320°C) are responsible for in situ boiling on discharge. The formation transmissivity for flow is alwayssmaller than that for liquid flow. Sumikawa boreholes with in situ boiling 2), the productivity index is, as expected, smaller than the corresponding injectivity index. uniformborehole diameter)n isapproximately equal to 0.56. Clearly, the conditions assumed in donot hold formost of the Sumikawaboreholes forwhich production is accompanied by in situ boiling.
The "area-scaled discharge rate" is defined as follows:
The "area scaled" and "scaled maximum (n =0.56)"discharge rates for the slim holes arecompared withmeasured discharge rates large-diameterwells in Tables 3-5. The average dischargerate (311 for the Oguni pressure zone large diameter is bracketed by the averaged "area scaled"
and averaged"scaled maximum" (338 discharge rates. In addition, using the slim diameter) are 105 and 155 respectively.
By comparison,the measured discharge rate for GH-10 is 164
Thus, for the Oguni boreholes (liquid feeds), the "scaled maximum dischargerate" provides a reasonable prediction of the maximum discharge rate of large-diameter geothermal wells based on discharge data from holes.
At the SteamboatHills GeothermalField, large-diameterproduction wells were drilled within a few meters of the slim holes Large-diameter production Hills are adequately approximated by the "scaled maximum discharge rates"computed from slim hole test data.
The discharge rates for Sumikawa wells SB-1 feed) and SD-1are approximatelyequalto the scaledmaximum discharge rate for slim hole S-3. The scaled maximum discharge rates for slim holes S-2 and (liquid feeds) provide an adequateprediction for discharge from well
The measureddischargeratefor wellSC-l,however,exceedsthe scaled maximum dischargeratefor slim holes S-2 and 52E-SM-2 by about 25 percent. The maximum discharge (scaled to a nomi- is an isolated or a pervasive phenomenon.
In summary,the analyses of dischargeand injection data discussed above provide a preliminary validation of the premise that it should be possible to forecastthe performance of largediameter wells using discharge and injection data from slim holes. Additional data and theoretical work are required to resolveseveralissues.Work is continuingon the analysis of pand injection data from slim holes and large-diameter production wells in other geothermalfields. Theresults of these analyses will be in futurepublications.
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